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Thanks to TV and for the convenience of TV, you can only be one of two kinds of human beings, either a liberal or a conservative.

--Kurt Vonnegut, “Cold Turkey”, In These Times, May 10, 2004

THIS ISSUE OF eI is in memory of The Philadelphia Science Fiction Group and the guys of Prime Press.

In the strictly science fiction world, it is also in memory of the #1 Fan Face, Forrest J Ackerman, Edd Cartier, Jim Cawthorn, and Donald E. Westlake.

As always, everything in this issue of eI beneath my byline is part of my in-progress rough-draft memoirs. As such, I would appreciate any corrections, revisions, extensions, anecdotes, photographs, jpegs, or what have you sent to me at earlkemp@citlink.net and thank you in advance for all your help.

Bill Burns is jefe around here. If it wasn’t for him, nothing would get done. He inspires activity. He deserves some really great rewards. It is a privilege and a pleasure to have him working with me to make eI whatever it is.

Other than Bill Burns, Dave Locke, and Robert Lichtman, these are the people who made this issue of eI possible: Wrai Ballard, Victor J. Banis, Bruce Brenner, Dian Crayne, Stephen J. Gertz, Jacques Hamon, Earl Terry Kemp, Lori L. Lake, Michael Moorcock, Gerald W. Page, Les Wiley, and, from the Eaton Collection: Melissa Conway and Rob Latham.

ARTWORK: This issue of eI features original artwork by Steve Stiles, Harry Bell, and Ditmar, and recycled artwork by William Rotsler.
It has been my experience with literary critics and academics in this country that clarity looks a lot like laziness and ignorance and childishness and cheapness to them. Any idea which can be grasped immediately is for them, by definition, something they knew all the time.

--Kurt Vonnegut, *Palm Sunday*

...Return to sender, address unknown.... 32

The Official *eI* Letters to the Editor Column

Artwork recycled William Rotsler

By Earl Kemp

We get letters. Some parts of some of them are printable. Your letter of comment is most wanted via email to earlkemp@citlink.net or by snail mail to P.O. Box 6642, Kingman, AZ 86402-6642 and thank you.

Also, please note, I observe DNQs and make arbitrary and capricious deletions from these letters in order to remain on topic.

This is the official Letter Column of *eI*, and following are a few quotes from a few of those letters concerning the last issue of *eI*. All this in an effort to get you to write letters of comment to *eI* so you can look for them when they appear here.

**Wednesday December 3, 2008**

**Thomas Ramirez**: Yesterday afternoon I had an empty moment (horrors!) and went back and looked at your October issue.

I don't read everything of course, not being an sf or Weird fan, but I chanced on the piece by Jerry Murray, “SLODGE.”

And I didn't read EVERYTHING here either. BUT I did zoom in on the details of San Diego and Hamling and Kemp. These I am vaguely—very vaguely—familiar with. So much of that Mexico stuff was like fantasy to me.

All I can say is that Murray really pushed the envelope. (and I thought MY 28-page autobiog was overlong) as regards testing reader endurance.

And I can also wonder at my TOTAL naiveté when I was pounding out Calvanos etc. for Nightstand et al. God, the stuff I didn't, don't and never will know!

Anyway, his beginnings (you never sent me “Elements of Style”—maybe because I didn't really need it—I knew that stuff in sixth grade) were most interesting, and the photo books you two got involved in was a revelation of sorts. (I recall Jerry Somebody (?) who was moonlighting on similar projects when I was at Nat. Features Syndicate in Chicago back in 70-73, and he wanted me to write scanty story lines for same—which I passed on.)

The Mexico adventures were both rollicking and fucking scary. What a fascinating life you and Jerry have led, Earl! (When you were clear any way.) As you may recall, I got my porno backgrounds from *National Geographic*. Murray lived through enough wild stuff to suggest plots forever. And yet, being the timid, mild-mannered type that I am, I don't think I'd really have enjoyed living through such frantic episodes. But some of the plots I could have spun if I had. Wow!
That machete scene was one of the highlights of the Murray piece.

As for Roy Masters, I don’t recall ever reading any of these. Sound like very original stuff.

Anyway, thanks for the memories. Nice to see how another Greenleaf writer handled the topic.

**Thursday December 4, 2008**

**Gregory Benford**: *eI41* Great issue. So much content! You’ve got my Hugo nomination.

Lichtman is right on the depth of UCR fanzine holdings—but I hope he eventually donates Terry Carr’s complete files to UCR. *Innuendo* was a great fanzine, and *Lighthouse* the same. Deft.

**Lloyd Penney** says (I think): I eagerly await John Purcell’s report on how Jim Halperin is treating the Warner Collection. I’d like to see Greg Benford up here as a guest at Ad Astra, but no such luck.

**Monday December 15, 2008**

**John Purcell**: A bit late with my comments on *eI40*, but wotthehell...

You would be pleased to know, Earl, that I am assembling a complete run of not only *Askance* (first 11 issues) but also of *In a Prior Lifetime* and *...and furthermore* to send to Melissa Conway at Eaton. Thanks to the Eaton Collection, I have re-acquired copies of older zines of mine, particularly *This House* from the 1970s, for my files. The articles that you and Chris Garcia contributed to this issue of *eI* have inspired me to do a much better job of archiving my fannish memorabilia, which is definitely A Good Idea.

Still, I doubt I will bequeath the goodies I have acquired over my fannish career to Eaton. The more I think about it, the more I believe I will donate the whole kit and kaboodle to Iowa State University. Hal Hall here at Texas A&M University makes a good case for being the repository of my crap, but ISU holds a strong spot in my heart because that’s where I earned my BA and MA degrees. I would like my books, zines, and convention memorabilia to form the basis of a decent sf & f collection at ISU. If anything, I can contact Dr. Conway and get ideas on how to approach ISU for doing this.

And this is the extent of this loc. At least you have done the Right Thing and made me think of what to do with all of my stuff once I shuck this mortal coil. For that, I thank you.

**Tuesday December 16, 2008**

**Lloyd Penney**: Ah, another *eI*, issue 41, and another interesting read. Always welcome and always enjoyable. I’ll make another attempt to write a decent letter. Some zines make it difficult to write a good loc; I like the challenge. Nothing says I’ll actually rise to the challenge, but I’ll take a shot at it.

I keep hoping that Richard Lynch’s book on fandom in the ’60s will see the light of day soon. I wonder if Rich found the whole project a little too much, or if because he had to travel extensively for work, if he ran out of available time for research.

My loc...I know where the Anticipation fanzine lounge is going to be. It will be in the middle of the convention display area/concourse on the Palais de Congres’s second floor. Not my preference, but at least I now know. I have sent my furnishing preferences to John Mansfield, Terry Fong and Bruce Farr, and I will be asking them about an internet connection so we can get some content for the virtual Fan Lounge. I am still waiting for my copy of the *Drop*. I have some people to pester in the new year.
I don't get to every Worldcon, and I know how many people feel about the fan Hugos, but when I am a member of Worldcon, I do vote, and Steve Stiles gets one of my nominations each time. The Fan Artist rocket could use a little more spreading around, and Steve is the number one artist I’d spread Hugo to. I’d also nominate Schirm.

I admit, I’d never seen the artwork of Ronald Clyne before, or if I had, I didn't know his name. Marvellous artwork, definitely pro quality, so I think fanzine editors were fortunate to get his artwork. His later work looks interesting, and so professional for the age...I hope there might be a book of his work so that we could study how the artist developed over the years. So many examples of work that started good, and became excellent.

Lots of cover art to illustrate the rise of Ray Palmer. The photo of Palmer and Shaver...Palmer must have been 6 foot tall, and Shaver all of 4 foot and a bit.

**Thursday December 18, 2008:**

**Mike Deckinger:** The highlight of the current issue, for me, was Richard Toronto’s fittingly titled “The Man From Tomorrow” about Ray Palmer.

Palmer has always fascinated me for his fierce dedication and his willingness to embrace the most ludicrous of concepts if he felt there were others equally overcome by these pursuits. The magazines he held free rein on, were unflinchingly, joyously garish, awash in flamboyant imagery and ultra-pulp storylines. You prayed no one would ever catch you reading them, as you pored over them, entranced.

Toronto failed to note what was RAP’s final great crusade, to publish *Tarzan on Mars* by John Bloodstone (Stuart J. Byrne) in *Other Worlds*. Palmer was a self-confessed Burroughs devotee and wished to print a 100,000-word novel, by the little-known Byrne, concerning the ape-man’s adventures on the red planet.

There was only one catch. The Burroughs estate said No. And not just a non-committal “you’re-out-of-luck” subdued no. They were most emphatic in criticizing the story; “not very good or very interesting” and declaring it would never see print, at least featuring the celebrated jungle man.

Palmer was aghast and spent several issues crusading for his right to print it; urging readers to contact the Burroughs estate direct and prevail upon them to allow publication. The estate stood firm, having weathered much more substantial assaults on their copyright, and the story never appeared under the title “Tarzan on Mars.” When it became clear that all this prodding was unproductive, Palmer moved on to other things.

It is possible this novel appeared years later from a paperback publisher under the title *Godman*, but I’m unable to locate my copy, to confirm this.

A recent net surfing expedition provided some fascinating results. Do a Google search on “University of Iowa, Gertrude M. Carr.” This brings you to the repository of correspondence, both from and to G.M. Carr. A list of several hundred names reveals she had a very extensive and varied circle of correspondents. Besides displaying most of the fans active in the ’50s and ’60s, there are some truly dumbfounding inclusions from Sen. William Knowland and Sen. Joseph McCarthy. How I would love to leaf through THEIR letters.

*For more about Gertrude Carr, see Outsiders #128 elsewhere in this issue of eI. —Earl Kemp*

**Thursday December 25, 2008:**

**Jay A. Gertzman:** Earl: Another fascinating issue. Those Wallace Smith illustrations that Ronald Clyne issued were originally part of a book that Ben Hecht hoped would incite censorship, so he could challenge the moralists. Covici published the book, called *Fantazius Mallare*, in 1922. It was more decadent than modernist, but had the kind of sophistication, explicit language, and erotic content that would attract an upscale readership. Censorship
would help sales, and Covici even had copies placed in his bookshop windows opened to some of the illustrations. Wallace Smith had drawn penises surrounded by thorny branches, writing naked figures, and someone having intercourse with a tree. My copy is in the black boards and red end papers that were a code for erotica. I think those illustrations were in the style of the great Austrian artist Egon Schiele.

Your friend Raymond A Palmer is another example of a popular publisher working in a disrespected (“pulp”) genre who turns out to have more serious ideas and a more lively audience with which to discuss them than genteel and academic publishers of Little Magazines. And unlike those, he is willing to face ridicule and hostility for being subversive regarding his country (atomic testing and military intrusion into people’s lives and health). Another example was Alex Hillman, an opportunistic publisher of detective mags (some spicy) who, like others, ran exposes of police corruption in major cities and the symbiosis of the politicians, gangsters, and police. But he had spicy images of women, and images of violent people, on his covers, to increase sales. So, of course, the public was warned off such “shady” publishers as cheap crooks who of course could have nothing legitimate to say.

![Image](image.png)

**Sunday January 11, 2009:**

**John Boston/Fmzfen:** Maybe I had better ward off bad luck by telling you that the Dan Steffan piece on Ronald Clyne in the last eI was about the most interesting thing I have read in the last month, even though I barely knew Clyne’s name before that. Good show.

#

**Randy Byers/Fmzfen:** Same here. When I saw how long it was, I groaned, but I ended up reading the whole thing. I particularly loved some of the digressions, such as the stories about Hannes Bok and the scammer who took everybody to the cleaners and fled to Colorado. Fascinating stuff, and lots of great JPEGs, too, which I gathered into my folder of stefnal art. (Also true of the long piece on Shaver.)

To connect this to another thread here, it’s long past time that eI got a FAAn Award, isn’t it? I’ll be nominating it for the Hugos, too.

#

**Robert Lichtman:** Steve turned in a lovely seasonal cover for this issue! The snowflake fairly shimmers. In your verbal paean to Steve you write, “Isn’t it time that someone besides Bill and me recognize his accomplishments and acts accordingly.” Except that Steve has never managed to cop a best fanartist rocket, I believe he’s been very well recognized over the years. Along with Dan Steffan, I consider him one of Trap Door’s staff artists (not to exclude others who’ve provided good custom artwork over the years as well, of course).

Mike Deckinger poses an interesting question: “I’m wondering too, how the Eaton library is coping with the growing trend to produce fanzines only in digital, and not hard copy formats? Do they offer digital storage and retrieval for these products? Will their present accumulation ever be converted to electronic issues?” I would hope that at the very least they’re downloading everything that’s available via Bill Burns’s site, whether or not they print hard copies. As for the last point, that would be an enormous project but one I’m sure I’m not the only one looking forward to. I hope Rob Latham or Melissa Conway has an answer in the next issue.
Victor Banis's short piece was very affecting, and quite unlike much of his other work in el over the years as chronicled on the following page. Thanks to him for writing it and to you for publishing it.

Dan Steffan’s “A Labor of Love” describes not only Ronald Clyne’s artwork but also Dan’s amazing—no, Herculean—effort in gathering all this information and putting it together into such a fascinating, informative and (dare I say it?) compelling narrative. I’m pleased and proud to have been able to provide many of the fanzine cover scans and several of the book dustjacket scans that illustrate it. And I appreciated Dan’s mention during the process of Clyne’s illustrations for Voltaire: Shorter Works. He sent me a couple of his scans, which led me to seek out and buy a copy of the book. I may never read the stories, but I love the artwork.

I hope Dan gets so covered over with egoboo for this article that it moves him to carry on with his dream of producing something similar about Hannes Bok.

Richard Newsome’s interview with Clyne was a nice addition to the coverage. I wish there had been more photos of what looks to be a very interesting house.

I enjoyed reading Nic’s and Peter’s contributions to this issue but can’t think of a single thing to add to my appreciation for jobs well done.

Richard Toronto’s long article on Ray Palmer—and by extension, Richard Shaver and Fred Crisman for the influence they had on him and his editing and publishing over the years—was a very welcome piece. Although I’ve known bits and pieces of Palmer’s life narrative over the years, Toronto tied it together for me in a coherent fashion for the first time.

---

Participation in an art, although unrewarded by wealth and fame, is a way to make one’s soul grow.

-- Kurt Vonnegut
Sailing With the Sun

By Les Wiley

“Are the Clipper Ships gone forever?”

Believe it or not, the odds are great that within the not to distant future, spaceships attached to huge metallic sails will be propelled by sunlight between the planets and eventually beyond our solar system.

These solar sailing space ships will be reminiscent of the Clipper ships that were driven before the wind as they navigated the world’s oceans in the not to distant past.

Sounds incredible? Let me explain.

An electrical engineer, Carl A. Wiley, aka Russell Saunders, was one of the early pioneers of solar sailing. He first worked out his ideas on how to construct and operate solar sails back in the early 1950’s, and published a magazine article announcing his results.

Carl’s article describing solar sailing appeared in the May 1951 issue of Astounding Science Fiction as “The Clipper Ships of Space.”

Light particles, photons, are little packets of energy that, like bullets, transfer their momentum to physical objects upon impact. The energy contained within a single photon is minute, but the accumulated energy of countless photons impacting on a solid object like a huge metal sail attached to a spaceship will drive that spaceship to the speeds required to make interplanetary passages.

Unlike noisy lift-off of a Saturn V rocket going to the moon, a solar sailing vessel accelerates at a very slow rate. The Saturn V can lift heavy objects from the surface of the earth into earth orbit but our solar sailing vessel must be constructed in orbit and remain there at all times. A solar sail is a fragile craft. The Saturn V makes a great commotion for just a few minutes then runs out of fuel and becomes lifeless. A solar sailing vessel accelerates quietly 24 hours a day, month in month out, year in year out.

Carl’s big insight was that a small continuous acceleration applied over time results in an exponential growth in the speed of a solar-sail-powered spaceship. Our solar sail’s exponential growth in speed rapidly reaches the point where our spacecraft is traveling so fast that rapid interplanetary trips become possible. The time it takes our spaceship to accelerate to a high speed is less than you might think due to the wonders of exponential growth.

Exponential growth affects us in many ways. Imagine the money accumulating in your bank account due to the accumulation of interest. Your bank account can rapidly grow to contain large sums if you just leave it alone and
allow the wonders of exponential growth to work its magic.

A popular Internet video lecture on the mysteries of exponential growth, given by Dr. Albert Bartlette at the University of Colorado at Boulder, “Arithmetic, Population, and Energy,” can be found on YouTube at:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-QA2rkpBSY

Dr. Bartlette insists that one of the greatest failings of the human mind is its inability to comprehend the powers of exponential growth.

We use the “term miles per gallon” to describe the efficiency of internal combustion engines. Rocket engineers have a similar term to describe and compare the efficiency of rocket engines. The rocket term is called Specific Impulse.

The five awesome J-1 first-stage rocket engines on the Saturn V that took men to the moon during the Apollo Program had a specific impulse of 304s.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rXtG3vfAlA

The Saturn V upper stage J-2 engines had a specific impulse of 426s.

NASA’s Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket (VSIMR) has a specific impulse that can be as high as 30,000s.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVsgSjm_vXg

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zj53rVWK5zo

Our solar sail has them all beat with an infinite specific impulse. As long as the sun is shining there is power, low power to be sure, but power nonetheless. Our solar sailing vessel gets out of the gate slowly but we all know who won the race between the tortoise and the hare.

Carl Wiley visualized a spaceship constructed like a huge parachute with rigging wires supporting the crew capsule suspended beneath. Much like a modern parachute, pulling and releasing the suspension cables could control the spaceship. Carl’s solar sail would be constructed out of an aluminized Mylar fabric that was a new product back in the 1950s. The suspension lines would be made out of drawn tungsten wires. Today’s materials are lighter and stronger than what was available in the early 1950s.

A number of other types of solar powered ships have been proposed since then, including solar sailing craft that look like huge helicopters. These are called heliogyros.

Our solar sailing vessel can, like a sailboat, run before the wind to the outer planets or tack back upwind and drive inward toward the sun. The gravitational pull of the sun acts like a keel on a sailboat and allows our ship to tack upwind, so to speak.

In addition, our solar sail can take advantage of the gravitational slingshot effect of a close planetary encounter to accelerate its speed as well as change the direction of its flight. NASA uses this gravitational slingshot effect to good purpose to direct their current space vehicles to other planets. The most famous of these voyages was what was called the “Grand Tour,” which took the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft to the outer planets and out beyond our solar system.

A good summary of the current state of the art of solar sailing can be found at:
Back in 1977 and ’78, NASA began work on a project to send a spacecraft to catch Haley’s Comet. No chemical rocket could accelerate a spacecraft to the speeds required to rendezvous with Haley’s Comet that was traveling at a tremendous rate of speed. Haley’s Comet falls into the inner solar system from far outside of the solar system and has a long time to accelerate before whipping around the sun and racing once again out of the solar system. A new type of spaceship would be required to catch up with and study this comet. A solar-sail-powered spaceship offered a solution.

In 1977, at JPL, a solar sail spacecraft design team was assembled consisting of NASA engineers Jerome Wright, Louis Friedman, William Layman, and William Carroll. Their task was to undertake a crash program to come up with a design for a solar sail in less than a year for a spacecraft that would have to be launched in 1981.

The project to build the Yankee Clipper was canceled before construction began. NASA management decided that it was not willing to engage in such a bold undertaking in such a short time frame. A more conservative design approach was selected using an engine similar to VSIMR. Budget problems and time constraints eventually killed the Haley’s Comet mission and the solar sailing idea returned to the drawing boards.

Despite the fact solar sailing has generated much interest, until recently no such spacecraft has been constructed or tested.

The Planetary Society, Louis Friedman, along with support from Carl Sagan’s widow, Ann Druyan, and the Cosmos Studios has undertaken a program to launch what they call the first “Flight by Light” spacecraft. This will be a small, remotely piloted proof of concept vehicle.

The first Flight by Light solar sail, Cosmos 1, was built in Russia and launched on the 25th of June 2005 from a Russian ballistic missile submarine. The Volna launch vehicle failed to reach orbit, dooming the experiment.

The Planetary Society and Cosmos Studios are still determined to launch a Cosmos solar sail. Undeterred, they are currently constructing a replacement, Cosmos 2.

Arthur C. Clarke put together a collection of short stories about solar sailing that are included in a book which can still be found on the Internet called, Project Solar Sail. This book includes a collection of fictional short stories such as, “The Wind from the Sun” and “Sunjammer,” as well as some more serious reviews of the art.

A French team has proposed a Solar Sailing Race around the Moon and return to Earth.

Who was Russell Saunders?
Why did Carl Wiley use the pseudonym Russell Saunders for his article?

After WWII science fiction was a popular genre. Monthly magazines like *Astounding Science Fiction* sold well. Engineers and well-known scientists of the time were writing science fiction stories, but many writers wanted to distance their professional lives from their speculative writing.

One such author was the famous Dr. John R. Pierce of Cal Tech and Bell Labs. Dr. Pierce used the pseudonym, J.J. Coupling, a name that would immediately resonate with physicists and engineers.

The classical view of an electron is that of a tiny top spinning on its axis which, like any spinning object, has an angular momentum associated with it. In addition, our electron moves in an orbit around the nucleus like a small planet. This motion also gives angular momentum to our electron.

The spectral properties of atoms are directly related to the behavior of electrons in their orbits around the nucleus of atoms. In order to ease the complexity of the calculations regarding electron behavior in atoms, it is useful to combine the spin and orbital momentum calculations into a single number. In large atoms with atomic numbers greater than Iron 57, the term for the total combine angular and orbital spin momenta of the electrons is called J J Coupling, the name Dr. Pierce adapted as his pseudonym.

Carl Wiley admired Dr. Pierce so he decided to get in on the joke by calling himself Russell Saunders.

Russell Saunders Coupling is the total spin/orbit angular momentum computed for electrons in atoms with atomic numbers lower than Iron 57. Russell Saunders Coupling does not take into account the relativistic effects needed to compute J J Coupling in the larger atoms.

Carl was a wonderful and inspiring father to my brother Keith and me, and a loving husband to our mother, Jean. He retired as the Chief Scientist, Technology Division, Space and Communications Group, Hughes Aircraft Company in El Segundo, CA and passed away peacefully at home on April 20th 1985.

Carl was a Fellow and Life Member of the IEEE. He held 25 patents with applications in radar, antennas, radiometers and solid state devices, and was the first to propose the construction of the large spherical reflector radio telescope which was finally realized in the form of the Arecibo Radio Telescope located in Puerto Rico.

Arecibo Radio Telescope - Astronomy

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ks8_J3mF5Jg

The Arecibo Radio Telescope played a bit part in the science fiction movie, *Contact* starring Jodie Foster. The Jodie Foster character, Dr. Ellie Arroway, is introduced as a scientist working at the Aerocibo Radio Telescope on the SETI (Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence) Project before losing her grant, thus setting the stage for the story that follows.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwEsmOQoyBc

Carl is best known for his invention of Synthetic Aperture Radar, patent number 3,196,496 dated July 20th 1965, Pulsed Doppler Radar Methods and Means. SAR radars are found far and wide on military aircraft, orbital remote sensing and intelligence gathering satellites, and on missions to study the planets.

The Magellan spacecraft whose mission was to map the surface of Venus used SAR to image the surface hidden below thick clouds.

Magellan
Cassini SAR maps the Saturn Moon Titan

Many people are anxiously awaiting the Age of Solar Sailing to begin. With a little luck the Planetary Society’s first “Flight by Flight” spaceship will be on its way soon.

Solar Sail Simulations and Videos

Special thanks to the Eaton Collection, Melissa Conway and Rob Latham for suggesting that this article be written for and published in eI.

---

I think that one of the things parents have to do is to teach children hypocrisy, because that’s how you survive -- by being nice to people who are contemptible. So the kid coming into the world sees hypocrisy and wants to point it out. You’re nice to this awful person? What you’re doing is a crime, isn’t it, Dad?
--Kurt Vonnegut, Salon, October 1999
The Wall of America by Thomas M. Disch*

By Michael Moorcock

A few writers—Bradbury, Vonnegut, and Ballard among them—possess such coherent, idiosyncratic talent that, in spite of their visionary imaginations, the reader becomes engaged chiefly with their style or characters. The invention, superb as it is, becomes almost secondary. Thomas M. Disch, who shot himself in Manhattan on July 4 this year, was such a writer.

An ironist and a satirist, he published his final novel in June, the hilarious The Word of God, in which Satan sends Philip K. Dick back to Minnesota in 1939 to ensure that he, Disch (or God), will not be conceived as a result of Thomas Mann’s affair with Disch’s mother in a Minneapolis hotel room.

Disch knew Dick and had a low opinion of him, certain he had conned the public. Dick, not the most mentally stable of writers, and frequently jealous of his talented contemporaries, had attempted to turn Disch in to the FBI as a spy. Disch himself did not easily forgive a bad turn; The Word of God was his comical revenge. The Wall of America is a collection of short stories compiled before he died.

Disch’s fascination with mortality permeated his fiction and poetry. His first novel was called The Genocides (1965) and his second story collection Getting into Death (1971). Some readers found his work pessimistic; others regarded his fascination with mortality as a romantic posture. His blog gave a taste of what an original, funny and clever companion and poet he was, and the stories in this collection offer an idea of his extraordinary range.

A black schoolgirl, coping with collapsing public services, comes under the influence of a church leader not unlike President-Elect Obama’s own Reverend Wright, who blames all ills on “the white man.” She strikes up a relationship with a quirky shopkeeper whose raison d’être is to bring a little light-hearted fantasy into the lives of those who pass his window. Her misunderstanding of her pastor and the white storeowner’s motives result in a tragically ironic development with as many moral surprises as the best of Annie Proulx.

Not all these stories are so ambitious, but all are every bit as good as Ballard or Vonnegut. “Ringtime” amusingly suggests how people of the future learn to make a living as surrogates for more jaded citizens. “The Owl and the Pussycat” looks at the relationship between human beings and the creatures we anthropomorphise, while “The Abduction of Bunny Steiner, Or a Shameless Lie” comments slyly on the modern penchant for publishers and agents to persuade writers to tell outright lies to their readers.

Given that Disch, who regretted joining the military in the late fifties, and finessed an honorable psychiatric discharge by telling as his own the story of Oedipus (transformed to a Minnesota farm house), “In Praise of Older Women” is a sharply knowing version of the Jocasta myth. “Painting Eggplants” again riffs on Disch’s belief that much conceptual art is, like science fiction, a kind of children’s art, a conspiracy between a public yearning to be bamboozled and con artists only too willing to comply.
Since Disch held several gallery exhibitions of his paintings (many conceptual), the story is somewhat self-mocking. “Three Chronicles of Xglotl and Rwang” is another commentary on the use of science fiction for witty and sardonic ends.

Disch thought a lot about his calling. “In Xanadu” is about the relation between art and commerce. Indeed, most of these stories deal with Disch’s thoughts on the relation between the worlds of creativity and venality, whether it is “One Night, or Scheherazade’s Bare Minimum,” “The Man Who Read a Book,” or “The First Annual Performance Art Festival at the Slaughter Rock Battlefield.”

Disch was a working writer, producing a substantial body of poetry, criticism, and fiction, including his classic homage to Mann, *Camp Concentration*. If there is a sense of finality about these stories, all his work can probably be seen as a progress toward death, for he talked often of suicide when not entertaining us. These stories are usually humorous, thoughtful, and in no way pessimistic. They are as good as any you will find this year, whether published as “science fiction” or “literature.”

If you enjoy the work of J.G. Ballard, you will, I guarantee, get as much from his contemporary, Thomas M. Disch.

---

*Reprinted from *The Daily Telegraph* November 22, 2008, with the permission of Michael Moorcock.

---

*Time is liquid. One moment is no more important than any other and all moments quickly run away.*

—Kurt Vonnegut, *Bluebeard*
Angel Land*  
Artwork by Harry Bell

By Victor J. Banis

Late in the 21st Century—ravaged by the deadly Sept virus, the one time United States has disintegrated into The Fundamental Christian Territories, where Catholics, Baptists, and Jews are registered as heretics, and gays are herded into walled ghettos: The Zones of Perversion.

Harvey Milk Walton, a runner, finds his way to the ghetto in Angel Land, oldest of the territories, where a legend says that his long ago martyred namesake will return one day to lead his people to freedom—but even to speak of freedom, of leaving the FTC, is punishable by death.

In a crumbling totalitarian society, where evil masquerades as piety, two men fall in love and begin to dream of escape—from Angel Land.

SENIOR ELDER DORWIN let himself into his house. Considering his position, he liked to think it an admirably modest house. Certainly he might have had a much larger one, up in the hills, say, but he was not a man for unchristian display. Christ had made do with humble quarters, had he not? Granted, perhaps a bit more humble than this, but no one could accuse him of living in luxury, certainly.

It was evening. Reverently he put his silver cap of office on its special peg just inside the door, lit candles, and took two of them with him into the kitchen. He might have had a generator as well but that, too, he thought, would have been taking advantage of his position. He was not unwilling to do so if it meant doing the Lord’s work, but he did not think it seemly to pursue his own ease.

He had stopped on the way home to buy a single pink rose, and he placed that now in a white glass vase and set it aside. He lit a gel fire, and while the water for porridge was heating, he sat at the kitchen table and contemplated with satisfaction the day’s events.

He had been right all along with his suspicions of Elder Aram Johnson. Of both the Johnson brothers actually, though he was unsure just yet how the brother fitted into the picture that he was putting together. That Elam Johnson was also a part of that picture, however, could hardly be doubted. Hadn’t Elder Johnson visited his brother’s fiancée this morning on his way to his rendezvous with the Walton girl?

He had realized at once who she was, when her name first turned up in the Elder’s reports. Jenny Walton, who had once caused him such anguish and who had, indirectly, at least, caused that crimson scar that ran across his buttocks.

She had been pretty then, but life had surely not been altogether easy for her in the years since. He might not have recognized her had he not known in advance who she was. To her credit, however—and his—it was evident that her rebellious spirit had been crushed, as he had intended it to be.

He only wished he could say the same for her brother. Harvey. Harvey Milk Walton, as he called himself now. The name had rung a bell the moment he saw it in Elder Johnson’s files. It was the Milk part that had temporarily thrown him for a loss. That had been added since he and the tiger cub had clashed years earlier.

It could hardly be coincidence, could it, that the boy’s name was in Johnson’s files, a case that ought to have been handled with a great deal more severity, and here was Johnson today meeting with the sister, to whom he had offered an important job with the Angel Land administration. And the brother, Elam, prying around in places where he had no business.
Yes, something was afoot. It was galling to think of all he had done for their benefit, for that foolish girl, certainly, and he had been nothing if not generous with Aram Johnson, and lenient, too. Yet it was clear that in some way they were plotting against him. He wasn’t altogether sure yet just what that plot was, but he would find out, of that he was determined. He would catch the traitors, all of them, in a single web. He would punish an old enemy and foil new ones. In the end, he would triumph in the Lord’s name.

He had long ago observed that most people’s actions are dominated by one stimulus over all others. With some, it was vanity; with others, sensual gratification; and with still others, wealth, the love of money for its own sake. He served only his Church. And God, too, of course.

His water had come to a boil. He fixed the porridge, and when it was done, poured it into a bowl and set it on a tray. A spoon and a good linen napkin went alongside and the vase with the single rose. He brushed a pink petal, velvet and sweet-scented, lightly against his lips. Like the lips of a woman’s nether parts.

For a moment a great wave of dizziness swept over him. The room itself seemed to swirl about him.

He pushed that thought forcefully aside. He had forgiven himself his youthful lusts, but he was a Senior Elder now, God’s servant. More importantly, he was the servant of the Council and of The Shining Ones. Some things were no longer seemly for him to do or even think. He prayed a quick and silent prayer for clean thoughts and carried the tray into the front room.

An old-fashioned bookcase stood against one wall. He shoved it to the side to reveal steep and narrow stairs going up. A faint light from above flickered in the draft and guided him up with the tray. The woman seated by the window turned as he came up.

“Not by the window, Mother,” he said. “I’ve told you before.”

“It lets me see the people on the street,” she said in a querulous voice.

“And lets the people on the street see you,” he said, “if they should happen to look up.”

He set the tray on her little table and came to help her from the window seat, holding her with one hand and her candle with the other. Her hand shook on his arm.

“It’s so lonely here,” she said. “You’re gone for so long.”

“The Lord’s business is not to be rushed.”

When she was seated at the table, he pushed the tray in front of her and made a flamboyant gesture of unfolding the napkin and tying it under her chin. “There. A nice bowl of porridge for you.”

“If I could just go downstairs. I’m not helpless, really. I can get around. If I had one of those walking aids.” She glanced in the direction of the stairs. “Maybe not the stairs, but you could help me down them before you left of a morning.”

“Mother, we’ve been through this so many times. Here you are, have a taste. I know you must be hungry. That’s the girl.” He waited for her to swallow and dabbed at her chin with the napkin. “You’re, what, seventy-eight. You should have gone to Paradise Camp years ago. If anyone knew you were here—”

“But what’s so awful about that?” She ducked her head aside to avoid the spoon and fixed watery eyes on his. “I was just reading that old Paradise brochure. Private rooms, full-time nursing, and no end of activities: gardening, bingo, and spin-the-angel. ‘Fun with your own age group,’ is what it says.”

“You can’t believe everything they say in those brochures, Mother. Here you go, open up. They make things sound better than they are. That’s what sales brochures are supposed to do.”
“You could come visit and if it wasn’t what they said you could bring me home.”

“I couldn’t bring you home, Mother. You aren’t supposed to be here at your age and once you are there, you are there to stay. And I couldn’t come visit.”

“It says families can visit anytime.”

“I couldn’t visit you because—” He checked himself and finished, after a pause. “Because it’s too far and you know how busy my work keeps me.”

He could hardly say, “Because most likely you would be sent to your reward soon after you arrived at Paradise Camp for Seniors.” Most newcomers were. Those who were still active, who could work and produce, they remained, but there were no family visits. No private quarters, either. There were barracks, dorms, with sleeping cots crowded one against the next, nothing to relieve the stifling air of the desert, and certainly no energy left for playing games.

There was gardening all right. The residents of Paradise worked the fields and the greenhouses from sun-up to sundown, planting, weeding, and watering endlessly. The others, the garment makers, the furniture finishers, the candle makers, often worked longer than that. Two shifts, day and night. They worked; they endured, really, because it was quickly clear to them that so long as they worked, they lived. It was as simple as that.

Who would know this better than he, who had been the chief architect of Paradise Camp? It had gotten him his appointment as Senior Elder years before it might otherwise have been conferred upon him. That was the reward he had asked when he made his proposal.

“I will build your camp for you,” he had told the Council. “I ask only for no interference in my methods and an appointment as Senior Elder when I have finished.”

They had agreed. Good Heavens, of course they had agreed. The project had been mired in failure for five long years. In the summer, the Mojave heat was too great, and in the winter the rains and the flash floods undid what little had been accomplished the summer before.

No one could work in such conditions, not willingly at any rate, not and survive for long. It little mattered to him, however, or to the Council, as it turned out, how many old people, people too elderly to contribute meaningfully to society, perished in that blazing sun.

Even less did they care about the others. The oldsters were not enough, of course, could not work hard enough, however hard they were driven. He had always known that. The Council had not minded, had been glad, even, when he asked for the prisoners from the territorial camps as well. Who were they after all? Criminals, runners, homosexuals, Jews, Catholics, Baptists, wanton women, unrepentant Borns, all the stumbling, mewling detritus of the territorial populations. Slave labor, it was all they were fit for, and the more slaves who died, the fewer mouths to feed, the fewer bodies to clothe. He worked them literally to the death and brought in truckloads more to replace them in the fields and, only a short time after for most of them, in the burial trenches.

He finished three months ahead of the promised date and graciously accepted his appointment and the Medal of Good Deeds that had come with it and which he had since worn proudly on his lapel.

Of course he had not known at the time that his own mother might one day be threatened with the rigors of Paradise Camp. She had qualified then for exemption: parents of Elders, medal holders, those with money enough to buy their freedom.

How could he have guessed, even suspected, that the exemptions would be cancelled within a year, his protests notwithstanding? What a scramble that had been for him then. Papers falsified, records altered. Officially his mother was deceased now. Cremated, so there could be no telltale exhumation should any question arise.
There were some, he knew, who were happy to surrender their aged parents to Paradise Camp. Like snuffing out a candle when you no longer needed its light. But where did the flame go?

Ironically, it had been Aram Johnson’s brother, Elam, who helped him with the false medical papers. A teary conversation late at night, a sobbing declaration that “I would rather die myself, tonight, right here!” A softhearted man was Elam Johnson. There were few things in life harder to forgive than the unwarranted kindness another has done you. He could hardly help hating Elam, all the Johnsons. It was hard not to despise a soft heart.

Never mind that, though. His mother was safe, safe in all her frailty, as safe as he could make her. There should be no reason for anyone to come here looking for her, to brandish the paperwork declaring her one of the Golden Lambs, Candidates for Paradise, the official justification to take her away.

Still, you could never be entirely sure, or too careful. So the bookcase had become necessary and the hidden stairs and all the hundred little details of concealment. He must remember to find something to cover the windows. It wouldn’t do to have her looking out. It was sad, confining her to the darkness, but better than the alternative.

Someone went by on the street outside whistling “Shall We Gather at the River.” She listened with a wistful smile until the sound had faded. “I miss the church,” she said. “The music. Surely I could go to church, couldn’t it? No one would notice me in church.”

“Another bite. Here we are.” His thoughts circled back, to the Johnsons. His traps were set. Soon. Soon they would cease to be a problem for him. For the Council, he amended. For the FCT. For Christ.

“It’s so lonely here all day.” His mother’s voice went up on a whining note.

He got another spoonful of porridge past her lips. “I know, darling,” he said, his voice a croon. “I’ll try to get home sooner, I really will. I promise.”

---

*Excerpted from *Angel Land* and reprinted with the permission of Victor J. Banis.

---

Our awareness is all that is alive and maybe sacred in any of us. Everything else about us is dead machinery.

--Kurt Vonnegut, *Breakfast of Champions*
There is No Reason Not To Trust that the Act of Writing Will Be Enough

By Lori L. Lake

“I think you overdid the homophobia.”

That statement, along with other pointed criticisms, stopped me in my tracks. It was written in a rejection letter I received from the final publisher to whom I sent my first novel attempt. I realized there was no hope for my story. Dead end. Nowhere else to go. I had failed, despite the fact that I had worked on it for three years and fourteen drafts. I had perfected the grammar, cleaned up the diction and usage, perfected the syntax -- and all to no avail. Even though I had read almost one hundred books on the craft of writing and taken several writing courses at the local writer's guild, this train was derailed. What did “they” want -- dammit! I labored over the novel, *Ricochet in Time*, for so long. What did I need to do to get it accepted by a publisher?

I've heard of authors shelving their manuscripts, putting them away in drawers, and burying them in metal tins in their backyards. I didn't do any of those things. The 300-page tome went on a zip disk, and I set it aside, heavy of heart and now certain I was no writer. I had failed with essays, short stories, and now a novel. It was 1996, I was 36 years old, and I had spent ten years trying to get published.

I gave up.

I believed it was the death of a dream. Even though I continued to write in my journal, to observe the oddities and peculiarities of the world around me, I grieved. I remembered wanting to be a writer since age 10 when I sent a story to *Reader's Digest* about a scuba diver (a diver who was remarkably similar to Lloyd Bridges from *Sea Hunt*). I never heard from that magazine, but there were times over the years when I remembered how fearlessly I mailed off my first scribblings while still in grade school. Surely I could summon up the confidence of that 10 year old? Yes, a voice in my head said. You can . . . but not yet. Not quite yet? When? I didn't know, so I resorted to what any aspiring writer who doesn't drink would: I promptly got a cold which turned into bronchitis which turned into walking pneumonia, and by the time my fever was gone, I had blanked the disappointment from my conscious thoughts.

Life went on, and a dear friend, Marie Sheppard Williams, got word that her book of inter-linked short stories would be published. We celebrated with bagels, cream cheese, and orange juice while listening to an old tape of Cris Williamson’s lovely album, *Changer and the Changed*. It wasn’t too long before I was serving as moral support while Marie went through a hellish time editing the book, and I was actually thankful that I didn’t have to live through the same irritations with my own literary baby. Gradually, over time, whenever I thought about my neglected stepchild of a novel, it was with a wistful fondness. Though I still wrote down my thoughts, ideas, and dreams in my journal, I had no intention of writing a short story or a novel. Never again.

I experienced a series of losses: I tore my Achilles tendon playing basketball and had to have surgery, and shortly after, I had to have an abdominal operation. My dearest uncle had a heart attack and left this world. My mother fell ill and nearly died, and my best friend abandoned our friendship. As I went through such unsettling times, I wrote less and cried more. I was troubled by strange dreams. One night I stayed up late watching *The X-Files* and *Xena: Warrior Princess*, and, under the influence of the two shows, I dreamed of extraterrestrial women on horseback chasing shape-shifting criminals. When I woke up, it occurred to me that if Xena and Gabrielle lived in the present, they’d be cops or investigators, like Scully and Mulder. I found myself writing about that a lot in my journal, and I kept asking myself key questions: Why do I write? Why does anyone write, and why do I care about it, anyway? How do we choose what we write?
Then I came across a quote by C.S. Lewis. “Whenever you are fed up with life, start writing: ink is the great cure for all human ills.” I wondered if Lewis had been on to something. Once again, I asked myself the same questions about writing. In my journal, I wrote:

“Why do I write? It’s not to be published or to worry about what other people say about my writing. I write to ask questions, to puzzle through things, to try to understand the crazy world where I live which is peopled with so many oddballs. I write to create some semblance of order. I think I’ve been trying to force myself into a mode that I thought I was supposed to be in, but I just cannot be that. Dylan said it best, ‘It ain’t me, babe.’ I have an informal, not-high-literature voice, which at times is sad or serious, but is also sometimes wacky or grief-struck or wild with anger. I need to put my thoughts and feelings on paper. I need to go ahead and write and not worry about publishing because writing is, simply, good for me. There is no reason not to trust that the act of writing will be enough.”

With that epiphany, I felt like I turned a corner against the wind, so I began to write a story about a year in the life of two St. Paul cops -- neither extraterrestrial -- but both of whom were lesbian. The story, the process, and everything about Gun Shy took on a life of its own. I felt like a locomotive roaring down the tracks. I couldn’t put the story down, though, of course I had to, all the time. Real life constantly intruded, but I wrote during every free moment with the words rushing out of me scene by scene, willy-nilly, without regard for continuity or proper order of events. I began the novel in October 1998, writing evenings and weekends, and eight months later I had 160,000 words and a manuscript totally unlike my first novel. Without much regard for convention, usage, or what my mother might think, an entire book had poured out of me. I was stunned at its scope and size. It was in no way perfect, but even in its first draft, it seemed superior to my first effort at a novel. My partner read it first and assured me that it was good. I showed it to others and was thrilled when my friends went wild over it.

I was asked, then, by a number of people how I wrote this giant novel. I didn’t really know, but I sat down and tried to lay out the process I had gone through, and it was a surprise when my instructions came out looking like this:

How To Write A Novel

Start with a character or two or more....

Start writing a scene and slave away at that for a while. I actually wrote the very first scene first, but that isn’t necessary.

Then keep writing more scenes willy-nilly all over . . . with no regard to where they might go, though you will want to know!

Pretty soon a sort of theme starts to emerge that you may not have expected.

Keep writing scenes.

Keep getting to know all the characters.

Start seeing connections and motivations and causality.

After about 150 pages, you will realize that everything you first thought the book was about is inaccurate.

Dream and think and talk about it and wonder and worry, and just go crazy because there’s not enough time to focus.

Keep writing scenes and getting to know the main characters, plus all the secondary ones that have suddenly started popping up.
Start noticing what other themes come up, and see how stuff connects together.

After about 200 pages, cut and paste all over the place, forming a giant mosaic in your mind (or your living room).

Suddenly it becomes clear where everything is going, and now you can see the transitions you have to write and the new scenes that will be needed in order to finish.

Write 150 more pages.

That’s about it.

Ready to give it a go?

My friends laughed at this. They thought I was joking, and if I hadn’t gone on to write three more novels using the above technique, perhaps I would have joined in their mirth. But that is the way I write. I don’t compose well using a stiff and formal process, and I don’t write in a linear fashion. I write like the work is one big jigsaw puzzle that must be painstakingly assembled from pieces that are given to me in random order. Sometimes I wish I could write in a linear fashion, but, “It ain’t me, babe.”

I edited and revised the novel, *Gun Shy*, and I lost none of my enthusiasm for it. I wasn’t sure others would enjoy it, but I knew I liked it and that upon completion, I was satisfied. I wrote the novel for my partner and me only, never considering others’ points of view. I wrote a long story that I felt I would have liked to have read when I was younger, a story that interested me, and only me -- at least that’s what I thought. I didn’t have to tell friends or work colleagues or anyone in my family if I didn’t choose to. Sure, I had poured my heart and soul into it, but no one need know what parts of the characters or the narrative were about “Me.”

I systematically posted the long story at an Internet site, 30 or 40 pages at a time over a two-month period. After posting the first segment, within 24 hours I was astounded to find 22 emails in response. Over the course of the next few months, I received over one thousand emails from most of the United States and from all over the world: Canada, Korea, France, Hungary, Germany, New Zealand, Australia, Spain, Czech Republic, and more. I was stunned even further to get a publication offer after the posting of part three.

Suddenly, my simple little cop story was being commented upon and analyzed, and other people were making assumptions about me based on the qualities and actions of the characters in the book. For quite some time I felt tremendously vulnerable, especially as I gradually discovered that the themes in the book -- themes of loss and trauma, rebirth, and gaining new love -- did indeed spring from the inner workings of my own psyche. As Kafka once said, “The book must be the axe for the frozen sea within us.” I’d had no clue I’d even needed an axe. How embarrassing! How revealing! How in the world could I let others read something that felt like it stripped me bare and sent me wandering naked through city streets where everyone could stare? And why did all these people want to read this, anyway?

What a switch. Where once I had wanted to publish, now I was afraid. Friends chuckled at my chagrin, assuring me that I’d get over it. But the very act of creating something that spoke from the heart meant that I was revealing my heart; and somehow, it was ever so unsettling. It took me a number of months to become accustomed to the idea of it. Over time, I did adapt, and one of the things that made it easier was the realization that the very writing of the story made my own psychological process concrete and almost tangible. As Paul Theroux once said, “Fiction gives us a second chance that life denies us.” The puzzle within me began to take a more recognizable shape. I examined the jagged jigsaw pieces, assembling them so that the whole gradually revealed itself. Once I understood some of the themes and issues, I could move on.

Filled with energy and excitement, I went back to my first novel, *Ricochet in Time*, and looked at it with a fresh eye.
I went through all of it, word by word, sentence by sentence, and focused on making it less stiff, less proper. I softened the characters, infusing them with life. I smoothed out the rough spots. After thorough revision, I submitted it to my publisher, and she accepted it. What a difference five years had made. Sadly, in the wake of publicity about high-profile hate crimes against people such as Brandon Teena, Matthew Shepard, Tyra Hunter, Billy Jack Gaither, Private Barry Winchell, and Jamie Nabozny, as well as the campaign of terror aimed at Camp Sister Spirit, suddenly nobody was saying, “I think you overdid the homophobia.”

Over three decades have passed since I wrote my first story about the scuba diver, but when it comes to writing, I have finally returned to a state of childlike wonder and excitement. I no longer worry much about what others might think or what they might approve of, and I try not to think about what inner demons or faults I might be revealing. Instead, I focus on what plots make my heart sing, what narrative flow jazzes me up, and what characters wake me in the middle of the night, calling out that they need me to bring them to life.

I am an author.

I am a writer, a scribbler, and a thinker.

I create.

I am alive.

Laughter and tears are both responses to frustration and exhaustion. I myself prefer to laugh, since there is less cleaning up to do afterward.

--Kurt Vonnegut
Outsiders #128

By Wrai Ballard

[This was a publication for SAPS, October 15, 1990. It consisted of six photographs and captions, all taken at Frank and Gertrude Carr’s house in Seattle, Washington. All six of the photographs are reprinted here. This was forwarded to me by Dian Crayne and then by me for Dian to Corflu Zed for their auction. —Earl Kemp]

Special thanks to Dian Crayne for help with this article.

Carol Ballard, G.M. Carr, Frank Carr, and Jerry Frahm. Someday I’ll put a better picture of Carol in the mailing, even if it means reprinting one taken at the lake.

Bill Austin and G.M. Carr facing the camera, and featuring the rear views of Mark Manning and Rocky Willson.
Frank Carr setting up to take a picture. Jerry Frahm at the table and Rocky Willson and Mark Manning listening with enjoyment to someone. Gordon Eklund just squeezed into the lower right hand corner.

Wrai Ballard, F.M. Busby, Burnett Tosky, and Wally Weber at the top of the picture and Gordon Eklund and Otto Pfeifer below. Rocky Willson is hardly showing behind Gordon and Nancy Rapp is completely out of sight.
Wrai Ballard expounding to an attentive Mark Manning and Rocky Willson. Gordon Eklund is trying to remember how often he’s heard that story.

Bill Austin again—he just had to circulate that smile. Nancy Rapp is sitting just 2,607 miles to the left of Bill, and out of the picture.

1492. The teachers told the children that this was when the continent was discovered by human beings. Actually, millions of human beings were already living full and imaginative lives on the continent in 1492. That was simply the year in which sea pirates began to cheat and rob and kill them.

-- Kurt Vonnegut, Breakfast of Champions
The first anthology I edited was *Nameless Places*, published in 1975 by Arkham House. August Derleth, the publishing company’s guiding spirit, had become another sort of spirit in 1971, and the heirs and their advisors had decided to continue the operation of the company. Derleth, with Donald Wandrei, founded Arkham House back in 1939 for the purpose of publishing a collection of stories by H.P. Lovecraft; and, after Wandrei left, Derleth had single-handedly guided it into becoming the most successful small-press operation in science fiction and fantasy history. Because there were on hand at Derleth’s death a number of unpublished short stories by various writers, it seemed best that they be used in some sort of collection. But story collections need editors, and they also need a few more stories than were actually in Derleth’s files. Thus the hand of fate wiped the sweat from my brow at a time when the direction of my career as a fiction writer and editor was uncertain, and I was selected to become the first person to edit an anthology for Arkham House after August Derleth’s death.

I was instructed to buy enough stories to fill the anthology out to an acceptable length, given a laughably small amount of money with which to pay for them, and handed the stories on hand.

I read those stories at once. It was likely that Derleth had accepted most of them for publication in *The Arkham Collector*, the small magazine he occasionally issued, mainly as a means to alert Arkham House readers and collectors to what was going on with the company. It was his practice to include two or three generally very short stories in issues of the *Collector*, as well as several poems, notes, news, and occasional pieces of all sorts.

The stories were good, of course, but it was obvious to me that many were minor works Derleth probably had not felt warranted hardback publication. There were exceptions—such works as Brian Lumley’s “What Dark Gods?” and Gary Myers “The Gods of Earth,” to name only two, would grace any fantasy or horror collection on this planet. Perhaps Derleth figured they could be included in future hardback collections.

At the risk of repeating myself, let me repeat myself: there was nothing about these stories to embarrass either their authors or their editor. But, back then, hardback collections of original fiction were not commonplace and I had, perhaps, grandiose ideas about what was suitable for one. I wanted my first book to tip the scales as a heavyweight.

Two of the stories I was handed were by Lin Carter, “In the Vale of Pnath” and “Out of the Ages.” They were Lovecraftian pastiches, of course, and quite workmanlike. Even so, I was anything but in love with them. I found both of them overlong, obvious, and a bit clumsy. Both stories were prefaced with long quotations from fictional Lovecraftian books, and my dissatisfaction seemed to focus on that. To begin with, this was a practice I felt was overused in the field, not only among the acolytes of H.P. L., but also among science fiction writers in general. The otherwise wonderful Jack Vance, for example, was forever kicking off the chapters of his novels with long quotes from fictional works that often made points that would have been better made in the context of the story’s plot. The pages of *Analog* and its predecessor *Astounding* were weighed down with that sort of thing, usually done in an amateurish way. I felt Carter’s passages added nothing to the stories.

I actually thought about cutting them out but I refrained because the stories had been accepted, I believed, by August Derleth. It seemed to me that part of my job was to preserve Derleth’s choices as best I could. So I let the passages stand.
I found a sufficient number of additional stories for the book, prepared the manuscript, and sent it off to Sauk City, where Arkham House’s offices had stood for over thirty years.

Presently I received a postcard telling me I was late returning the book’s galleys to the publisher. I felt this was a tad unreasonable inasmuch as I hadn’t received any galleys as yet and I fired off a letter to that effect. I’ve always felt that letter played a part in the fact that I never worked for Arkham House again, but possibly I flatter myself.

The galleys came the next day and I hunkered down to correct them. I found them to be in pretty good shape. But there was one really strange thing about them.

Those long, introductory quotations from fictitious works that led off Lin Carter's two stories were both missing. Neither had been set in type from the galleys.

After the passage of another thirty years, I find myself asking if I remember these events correctly. I’m pretty sure that it happened the way I’ve described, and not that I just took a pencil and cut out the passages before shoving the manuscript into the envelope for Arkham. For one thing, I was reading the galleys against the manuscript in order to check things like that. The quotations had vanished and it wasn’t my fault.

But...

But since I had already received Mr. Meng’s angry note about how unprofessionally late I was being in getting the damned galleys back to the publisher; and since I knew that putting the quotes back in would involve an expenditure of both time and money that Arkham House would probably resent—well, I left them out.

The book went to press without them and no one ever asked me where they were. Not any critic, any reader, anyone at Arkham House, not even Lin Carter.

How did it happen? If I had to guess, I would guess one of two things. The first possibility is that the printer simply overlooked the passages, which is likely to happen once but not twice, unless it was done on purpose. To me it seems more reasonable that the passages were set in regular type and then someone noticed that they were supposed to be set in smaller type. They removed the type from the forms (this was back in those wonderful days when type was cast in metal, remember?) but never got around to putting the re-set lines back in place.

But a part of me recognizes that the disappearance of those lines was the answer to a prayer. Answered by God, perhaps?

Cthulhu, more likely.

#

Linwood Vrooman Carter was born June 9, 1930. He was active in science fiction fandom in the 1940s, and in the 1950s contributed a notable three-part article (completed in 1956) on the books of H.P. Lovecraft to Ron Smith’s fanzine Inside Science Fiction, which is possibly where I first became aware of him. He had been in fandom a lot longer than I had and I would occasionally encounter his name in letter columns of the pulp magazines from the ’40s that I was beginning to collect, and even in an issue of Planet Comics, the greatest of the Golden Age comic books. His first professionally published work of fiction so far as I’m aware was a collaboration with Randall Garrett in the April 1957 issue of The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction. It was called “Masters of the Metropolis (abridged),” was quite short and satirized science fiction of the Gernsback era. In the 1960s he showed up in various magazines with articles, including a series on science fiction fandom in Fred Pohl’s If.

In 1965 he published the first of many fantasy novels, The Wizard of Lemuria. It was issued as Ace single F-326 and dealt with the adventures of a barbarian warrior named Thongor who fights supernatural enemies with the aid of a sorcerer.

This period was at the height of the paperback revivals of both Edgar Rice Burroughs and Robert E. Howard, and Thongor, though primarily a Burroughs pastiche, featured plenty for the Howard fan. It was a rousing, old-
fashioned action fantasy that could have graced the pages of Farnsworth Wright’s *Weird Tales* or Ray Palmer’s *Fantastic Adventures*, and it was obvious that Carter had a lot of fun writing it. I had a lot of fun reading it, and I think I actually wrote Lin and said as much.

*Inside 14*, February 1956 contains Part 1 of Carter’s HPL article and Part 3 has the best illustration of the three parts. *Inside* scans Courtesy Robert Lichtman Collection.

In addition to this period being the height of the Burroughs and Howard revivals, it was also the height of the traditional science fiction versus new wave debate and while I might have had fun reading *The Wizard of Lemuria*, there were others who didn’t. *They* seemed to regard this throwback to the old school as a personal affront, to say nothing of an arrogant attempt at repudiating the sacred cows of the New Wave. Lin, of course, in common with his readers, probably just thought the book was a lot of fun. But fun was regarded as subversive in the serious oh-so-important literary field of science fiction and what the damned readers thought (to say nothing of poor Lin Carter) mattered not. The killer reviews began flowing like lava down the slope of Vesuvius. And one or two of them were quite vicious in their assessment not only of the book but also of Carter’s talents and intentions and quite possibly some of his personal habits. I remember reading some of the reviews and finding their attacks nothing short of irrational.

![Image of Inside 14, February 1956](file)

If Carter cared (and I suspect he was sufficiently human to care a lot), he didn’t show it, at least in any place where I could see it. New novels began to appear rapidly. He did a number of sequels to *The Wizard of Lemuria*, and wrote far more series of pastiches of various classic sf and fantasy authors than I cared to count, much less read. He also completed several fragments by Robert E. Howard and joined L. Sprague de Camp in continuing the Conan series.

As much as I enjoyed *The Wizard of Lemuria*, the sequels did nothing to maintain my interest. The subsequent books about Thongor showed little of the flair, imagination—or sheer fun—of *Wizard*. Carter wrote rapidly,
probably too rapidly, and quickly established himself as one of the most slapdash writers in the history of fantasy. Most of his subsequent attempts to imitate the work of this or that writer failed miserably. His Conan novel, *Conan of the Isles*, co-written with Sprague de Camp and published by Lancer in 1968, is a badly plotted and written story that in places reads like amateur pornography from the thirties; and not very good amateur pornography at that. It is certainly the most poorly written piece ever to have Sprague de Camp’s name on it.

The sloppiness of Carter’s writing became worse. His novel *Time War*, a Van Vogt pastiche, begins with a paragraph in which the same gun is described as both an automatic and a revolver. You won’t find that in any weapon shop I’ve ever been to.

By the mid-seventies there were few writers in the field who didn’t share the low regard for Carter’s work that had been expressed in all those reviews that met the publication of his first novel. I remember sitting with two friends, both of them top fantasy and science fiction novelists, at a convention some time in the ’70s. They were discussing Carter and the consensus seemed to be that his sales proved there were a lot of 15-year-old boys reading science fiction.

As an editor, Carter’s reputation is much less sullied. His several fantasy anthologies are generally of higher than average quality. He also edited one of the monumental series of books in the history of paperback publishing: the Ballantine Adult Fantasy Series. Thanks to his efforts, the works of dozens of important fantasy writers were brought back into print, many of them at a period when the author was undergoing tremendous neglect. Among the authors he published were Lord Dunsany, William Beckford, Clark Ashton Smith, Joy Chant, William Morris, and Evangeline Walton, and that doesn’t even begin to scratch the surface.

It was a monumental undertaking that could only have been pulled off by someone who loved and knew the fantasy field, and who had read voraciously. Carter’s achievement with this series can’t be overstated.

Carter accompanied most of these novels with introductions that were sometimes readable and informative, but often spent more time discussing the achievements of Lin Carter than those of the supposed subject. Moreover, his scholarship could be sloppy; and he would compound that failure by a refusal to correct mistakes when they were pointed out to him. For example, he published half a dozen books by James Branch Cabell without once getting correct the name of the series they belonged to. (Carter referred to it as “The Biography of Manuel,” admittedly a common mistake. The actual title was “The Biography of the Life of Manuel,” intended by Cabell to indicate that the “Life” had taken on a life of its own, which Manuel had nothing to do with. Nothing either noted Cabell fan James Blish or I could do would get him to correct that error.) He and I also disagreed on how many books there were in the series. When I wrote him pointing out what I regarded as his error, he wrote back stating his reasons and listing the books. It was obvious that he had a good argument, though he was ignoring certain assertions made by Cabell himself, and I still find his position incorrect.

The point of this is that it taught me Lin was a bibliographer and one who took bibliography seriously. But his readings could be superficial, and his interpretations limited. He definitely had the instincts of a scholar, but I think he often lacked the discipline.

He was also prone, when he hadn’t done sufficient research, to “speculate.” He sometimes seemed to think that his thoughts on a subject were more important than mere facts.

As much as his sloppiness, I think Carter’s low reputation was a result of that sort of arrogance. I’ve been told by several people who knew him and worked with him (including Donald Wollheim who, as editor at both Ace and DAW Books probably published more of Carter’s fiction than anyone else) that Lin was convinced he was one of the greatest fantasy writers of all time, on a par with the writers he imitated. It’s hard to justify that point of view on the basis of anything Carter produced.

Which is not to say that Carter did not produce work of merit. The first Thongor novel, as I’ve said, was a lot of fun to read. His short novel *The Thief of Thoth*, published as part of a double book by Belmont in 1968, is a highly entertaining and very funny science fiction adventure. There was a sequel whose title I forget (*The Purloined
Planet?), which was just as good. Another short novel for Belmont, The Flame of Iridar (1967) a Leigh Brackett pastiche, was pretty good. The King Kull stories he completed for the first Lancer Books collection in 1967 are among the best Howard completions ever, and probably account for him getting the job helping de Camp with the Conan novels. Some of his fantasy short stories, particularly those featuring Anton Zarnak, are enjoyable. But his Lovecraft pastiches are pretty up and down.

Pastiche is a limited area for any literary artist and only the best, such as Vincent Starrett, can achieve any sort of positive reputation writing it. Others achieve a strong reputation before they attempt pastiche. August Derleth is a good example. He seems to have limited his efforts at pastiche to series that are fundamentally idea fiction, such as Lovecraft’s Cthulhu stories, and Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes. Successful pastiche is easier to achieve when you play with another writer’s ideas, than when you play with another writer’s personality traits.

In the field of fantasy and science fiction, the master of pastiche was probably Henry Kuttner, a natural mimic whose takes on such diverse writers as A. Merritt, Stanley Weinbaum, Robert E. Howard, Thorn Smith, and, yes, H. P. Lovecraft, helped him achieve pretty good success as a prolific contributor to pulp magazines in the forties. But Kuttner was also a masterful technician and had a personal and highly readable style that overlay the attempts at imitation. Most of Kuttner’s stories were more identifiable as Kuttner’s works than as an impersonation of anyone else. The only reason you can say that a Carter story is more Carter than whoever he’s impersonating is because too often his work fails to even reasonably approach the standards of the original.

Carter’s reputation today is rather better than it was in the latter years of his life. Much of this is because of his exceptional contributions as the editor of the Ballantine Adult Fantasy series. But he enjoys a surprisingly good reputation among the modern readers of H.P. Lovecraft and the Cthulhu Mythos. I’ve even seen and heard him referred to as the founder of modern Cthulhuvian scholarship.

This rests, on his writing of “H.P. Lovecraft: The Books,” for the fanzine Inside Science Fiction. He also did a piece called “H.P. Lovecraft: The Gods.” “The Books” lists over half a hundred works mentioned in a significant fictional context by Lovecraft or other writers of Mythos fiction. Entries offer commentaries regarding where the books are mentioned, the history and background of the book as given in the story or stories; and something about the sources of the book, if other than the writer’s imagination.

Foreshadowing, perhaps, the aggravating tendency in his introductions of so many of the novels in the Ballantine Adult Fantasy series, much of the research in the article is speculative. Carter offers his ideas as to whether specific books may have genuine counterparts, and sometimes ventures possible sources for ideas when no direct source can be spotted. In this case, Carter seems to have been careful to designate his speculation as such. Speculation becomes a problem only when it becomes so prevalent that it appears to substitute for more valid research methods, as it was with Carter later on. Both “The Books” and “The Gods” were included in the 1959 Arkham House volume The Shuttered Room and Other Pieces, edited by Derleth. In 1966 Arkham House included, in The Dark Brotherhood, “Lovecraft’s Books: Some Addenda and Corrigenda” by William Scott Home, which tracks down the actual editions of some books Carter had decided were fictitious.

Carter’s efforts certainly deserve praise but he was by no means the founder of Lovecraftian scholarship. The Shuttered Room for example, contains other pieces on the Mythos by T.G.L. Cockcroft and George T. Wetzel, two highly underrated students of Lovecraft’s works (and imaginative literature in general). Moreover, between the fall of 1942 and spring 1946, the noted science fiction fan Francis Towner Laney published an amateur magazine called The Acolyte, devoted to Lovecraft. It saw 14 issues.

Lin Carter died in 1988. I was not a close friend of his and we never corresponded other than occasionally, nor was he someone I talked about much with mutual friends. But toward the end I began to hear rumors about him, and about the unfortunate way his life was turning. I never heard anything that wasn’t gossip so I won’t repeat it here.
In one of the paperback-sized *Weird Tales* that Lin edited, he ran a story by Robert E. Howard that I had completed. He failed to send out a check for it and finally Glenn Lord, agent for the Howard estate, deducted the fee for the story from a check the estate owed to Carter for one of his Conan books. Otherwise it is likely I wouldn’t have gotten paid.

#

From all this you might gather that I have fairly ambiguous feelings about Lin Carter, and you’d be right. But he will always be a hero to me, too, and I’ll tell you why.

This happened at a World Fantasy Convention sometime in the late seventies, but don’t ask me which one. I have never been a diarist and I didn’t realize at the time that you’d care, so I neglected to keep the notes I should have kept.

The toastmaster that year was a good friend of mine so I won’t name him. He’s a nice guy, and if you ever want to have a *good* conversation in the 18th century sense of the word, where conversation is an adventure, just sit down somewhere alone with this fellow and talk away. He’ll keep you entertained and on your feet and be as interested in you as you are in him.

But despite that, it’s truly dangerous to put this man in front of a crowd. He insists on being the center of attention as long as he can, and he can take a good five-minute story and drag it out for half an hour. I love him dearly but, God, can he sometimes get on my nerves.

At the banquet, because we shared the same publisher, Lin and I were sitting at the same table in the back of the room but almost directly in front of the toastmaster. The room was wider than it was deep so we weren’t really that far from him. The man went on and on for much too long, and took great pleasure in recognizing almost everyone in the room, identifying them and giving the reason for their celebrity. He failed to name anyone at our table.

At long, long last he was finished and Lin, a wonderfully wicked light in his eyes, stood up and asked if he could say something. Lin was tall and slender, with a well-trimmed goatee and longish though well-styled hair and a presence about him—not to mention a voice—which could allow him to dominate a room when he wanted to. The toastmaster recognized him and Lin said that there was a young unknown writer at our table who had not been pointed out by our toastmaster, but whose work suggested that someday he might be one of the major writers in the field. Lin felt he deserved to be recognized, too. The toastmaster was agreeable to that.

So Lin pointed to the chair next to where he was sitting and introduced Fritz Leiber.

---

The big trouble with dumb bastards is that they are too dumb to believe there is such a thing as being smart.

--Kurt Vonnegut, *Sirens of Titan*
Sex, Drugs, Rock N’ Read

by Stephen J. Gertz

With its overt or covert suggestions of sexual abandon, perversion, and depravity while under their influence, drug-themed literature has always been suffused with the erotic. Yet while the pursuit and use of aphrodisiacs is common within erotic literature, the use of mind-altering drugs (other than alcohol) within erotic literature is a relatively recent phenomenon, rushing onto the scene of the 1960s as if a mainlined shot of meth.

It should come as no surprise to readers of this magazine that the wholesale introduction of mind-altering substances into sex-literature began with porn in paperback format. That is because the paperback was, upon its introduction through to the beginning of the Internet, the most democratic medium for information sharing and the leading disseminator of the written word; their cheap prices and broad retail distribution put books into the hands of the average person. During the 1960s, newspapers and magazines were heralding the emergence and evolution of the Counterculture and its concomitant use of drugs.

The long engagement of sex and drugs finally came to fruition as the Boomer Generation officially wedded the two, the complete consummation of the marriage occurring when pulp pornographers of the sixties, ever sensitive to and wholly dependent upon their readership to tell them what they wanted, began issuing a slew of porn novels with high (forgive me) drug content, most frequently featuring pot or LSD, a synthetic hallucinogen with (under the proper mind-set and physical setting) powerful erotic qualities.

Welcome to the world of Drug Porn. It begins with the hope that sexual hang-ups will be shattered and sexual frontiers extended. Drug literature, up until this time, had always been cautionary even while teasing readers with the infernal ecstasies of drug use. Now, from the early 1960s through the very early 1970s, drug use was routinely celebrated with sex and drugs touted as a means to powerful transcendent experience if not the ultimate party activity.

One of the noteworthy aspects of paperback drug porn is that, at its beginnings, the writers had little if any personal experience with drugs; they pretty much made everything up based on what they’d read in the newspapers. This resulted in some truly wacky titles, not the least of which was Rubber Goddess by Lana Preston (Paul Hugo Little), issued by Sturman’s Corsair Books (Corsair 205, 1967). Paul Little will never be confused with a great (or even good) writer, and this book provides all the evidence one needs to support that thesis (but there are so many, many more by Little that qualify!).

At the other end of the spectrum, Acid Temple Ball by May Sativa (Sharon Rudahl), published in 1969 by Maurice Girodias when he transplanted Olympia Press from Paris to New York, is arguably the greatest work of psychedelic erotica yet written; a fine writer to begin with, it helped considerably that Rudahl knew what she was talking about. And there was John Eric Poling, a writer somewhere between those two poles and son of the great Linda Dubreuil, who wrote under the pseudonym, Eric Jay and, from all reports, knew a little too much about the subject. (I’ll let Earl get into that!).

During the 1960s, pop-culture became habituated to drug use. There couldn’t possibly be as many drug users as there were copies of sex and drug paperbacks in circulation; then, as now, more Americans loved reading about sex and drugs than actually engaged in their enjoyment. As the sixties ended, so did the hopes and dreams of the Hippie generation. The real world hit hard, and as the harsher realities and abuse of drugs became manifest, the character of drug porn began to change: desperate, strung-out, chicks (it is always the beautiful girls that become junkies and skanks soon thereafter) enslaved to heroin were not fun or sexually arousing.

The arc of paperback publishing during that decade provides us with the best record of contemporary American pop-culture’s love affair with drugs. All love affairs evolve; now, sex and drug literature has returned to its roots as a medium of the taboo, the risky, the transgressive, and dangerous escape, safer to read about than to do for all but
the most adventurous.

I discuss drug porn as an emergent genre of literature in the introductory chapter to my new book, *Dope Menace: The Sensational World of Drug Paperbacks 1900-1975*. Later in the book, an entire section is devoted to paperback drug porn. (Greenleaf is, no surprise, well-represented). I hope you enjoy reading (and seeing – it’s visually arresting) it as much as I did researching and writing it.

Oh, those wonderful 1960s. Fred and Linda DuBreuil, with Linda’s two children from a previous marriage, John Eric Poling and Carolyn Poling, lived in the sprawling Bishop’s Estate in the Guadalajara suburb of Zapopan and...like real royalty...they entertained lavishly...whole roasted pig in a pit. Linda was the world’s greatest one-hand perfect joint roller and Johnny was a superb recreational drug experimenter. In fact, Johnny was the only person I knew who kept meticulous notes on all of his trips: what he had taken, how much, his reactions, his evaluation on a scale of from one to ten, etc. It was always such a delight to visit with them and to participate in their trips. Johnny and I moved heavily into peyote (you could buy it in the greengrocer section of *Mercardo Libertad* by the kilo scoopful) and was it divine...once you could get it past your gag reflexes and down to where it could start doing its thing. For more about those heavenly days, read “H.R.H. The Queen of Pornography” in *eI12, February 2004*.

---Earl Kemp

Every writer wants to kick themselves when new information or corrections become known after a book of theirs is published; you make peace with the-after-the-fact stuff or go crazy. Here are a few from *Dope Menace*, kindly pointed out by Earl, and exclusive to this forum:

Lawrence Bloch wrote *Jazz Sinner* by Andrew Shaw, Leisure Books LB1143 (1966).

*Pussies and Pot* (Candid Reader 978, 1969) by Eric Jay was written by John Eric Poling. I knew this but my head was not screwed on the day I captioned this book.

Cover to *Marijuana Girl* by “N.R. DeMexico” (Beacon 328, 1960, reprint of Uni Book 19) is not by Al Rossi. Again, I knew this (it’s pretty obvious) but somehow Rossi’s name got attached to the book and as many times as I proofed the text my eyes just rolled right over this glaring error.

Speaking of the pseudonymous N.R. DeMexico, Gary Lovisi, in *The Sexy Digests*, attributes authorship of *Marijuana Girl* to Dallas McCord Reynolds or Lawrence Taylor Shaw and I follow his lead. Yet this is iffy and if anyone had solid attribution information, please let me know.

New knowledge is the most valuable commodity on Earth. The more truth we have to work with, the richer we become.

--- Kurt Vonnegut Jr., *Breakfast of Champions*
[Copyright material removed at request of author.]
George Bush is so dumb, it wouldn't surprise me if he thought Peter Pan was a washtub in a whorehouse.
--Kurt Vonnegut
“The Past Martian Invasion,” by Ditmar